We prove that a necessary and sufficient condition for a given partially positive matrix to have a positive completion is that a certain Schur product map defined on a certain subspace of matrices is a positive map. By analyzing the positive elements of this subspace, we obtain new proofs of the results of H. Dym and I. Gohberg and Grone, Johnson, Sa, and Wolkowitz (Linear Algebra Appl. 58 (1984), 109124). (Linear Algebra Appl. 36 (1981), l-24). We also obtain a new proof of a result of U. Haagerup (Decomposition of completely bounded maps on operation algebras, preprint), characterizing the norm of Schur product maps, and a new Hahn-Banach type extension theorem for these maps. Finally, we obtain generalizations of many of these results to matrices of operators, which we apply to the study of representations of certain subalgebras of the n x n matrices.
INTRODUCTION
An n x n complex matrix is partially defined if only some of its entries are specified with the unspecified entries treated as complex variables. A completion of a partially defined matrix is simply a specification of the unspecified entries. Matrix completion problems are concerned with determining whether or not a completion of a partially defined matrix exists which enjoys some property, e.g., contraction, positive, Toeplitz, Hankel. Generally, one knows that every fully specified submatrix already has this property.
Perhaps the best-known result of this type is due to Dym and Gohberg [S] . They proved that if T= (tii) is a partially defined n x n matrix, i, j= 1, . . . . n, such that tii is defined only for ( i -jl d k, where 0 <k < n -1, which has the property that all its fully defined k x k principal submatrices are positive semi-definite, then T can be completed to a positive semi-definite matrix. That is, if we are given complex numbers {$}, i,j=l,..., n, ( i -jl < k, such that each k x k matrix T, = (t, + i, / +j), i, j= 1, . . . . k, is positive semi-definite, e = 0, . . . . n-k, then we may choose {ti,j}, Ii-j1 >k, such that T= (ti,j) is a positive semi-definite matrix. This result is usually summarized by saying that every partially positive banded matrix has a positive completion. Dym and Gohberg [S] also proved the analogous result for block-banded patterns.
The best result about positive completions is due to [7] . Before describing this result, it will be convenient to fix some notation.
A subset J of { 1, . . . . n} x (1, . . . . n} will be called a pattern. A partially defined n x n matrix T= (tij) will be said to have pattern J if tii is specified if and only if (i, j) E J. A pattern J will be called symmetric if (i, j) E J for all i and if (i,j) E J then (j, i) E J. A partially defined matrix T will be called symmetric provided that its pattern J is symmetric, that tii is real for all i, and that whenever tii is specified, then tji = i,.
Let T be a partially defined n x n matrix with pattern J. By a specified submatrix of T we mean any K x L matrix of the form B = (b,,), where b,, e = tik, jl and (ik, j,) E J for 1 < k < K, 1 ,< / 6 L. A principal spec$ed submatrix of T is a K x K specified submatrix B= (bk,!) with b,,, = tik, il, where (i,,i,)~Jfor 16k, l<K. Throughout this paper, we shall use positive to mean positive semidefinite.
A partially defined matrix T is partially positioe if it is symmetric and if every principal specified submatrix of T is positive.
Clearly, a necessary condition for a partially defined symmetric matrix to have a positive completion is that it is partially positive. However, not every partially positive matrix can be completed to a positive matrix; examples have been given in [7] , and in Section 3, we give a means of generating many new examples.
We give (Theorem 2.1) a necessary and sufficient condition for a given partially positive matrix to have a positive completion.
In [7] , a characterization is given of those symmetric patterns J such that every partially positive matrix with pattern J has a positive completion. Their result implies the results of Dym and Gohberg cited above since the banded and block-banded patterns can be easily seen to meet this characterization. Not surprisingly, the characterization of these patterns in [7] is combinatorial. We describe this characterization in Section 2.
To each pattern J we associate a subspace SJ of the n x n matrices, M,, by setting S,= {(a,)EM,:a,j=Oif(i,j)#J}.
If T= (tii) is a partially defined matrix with pattern J, then T yields a well-defined linear map &.: S, + S, via 4=((a,)) = (a$,). We shall refer to such maps as Schur product maps.
We prove in Section 2 that a partially positive matrix T has a positive completion if and only if dT is a positive map, that is, if and only if d=(P) is positive for every positive P in S,. This result yields different proofs of theorems of Grone, Johnson, Sa, Wolkowitz [7] , Dym and Gohberg [S] , and Haagerup [8] . In Section 3, we study generalizations of these results to partially defined matrices of operators.
There is another characterization of the above subspaces and maps which will be central. Let 9 ,, E M, be the subalgebra of M, consisting of diagonal matrices. A 9,,-bimodule is a subspace of M, which is invariant under left and right multiplication by elements of 9n
An operator system 9' is a subspace of a unital, C*-algebra which contains the identity and has the property that if SE 9' then S* E Y.
The following is immediate. It is not difficult to check that q4 is a 9,,-bimodule map if and only if there is a partially defined matrix T with pattern J such that 4 = dT.
More generally, let Xi, . . . . &, be Hilbert spaces, &Y = X; 0 . . .@ X,, and let L(Z) denote the bounded linear operators on 2. If for some pattern J we are given bounded linear operators T,: 3 -+ @ for every (i, j) E J, then we may define a linear map 47-z sp, + L(X) via b7((aii)) = (aUTg).
We shall refer to T= (T,) as a partially defined operator matrix and call dT an inflated Schur product map. If we identify DEB,, with the corresponding diagonal operator on X, then we may regard L(X) as a SSn-bimodule also. Clearly, a map 4: YJ --f L(X) will be a 9"-bimodule map if and only if it is the inflated Schur product map given by some partially defined operator matrix. Our main technical tool will be a theorem of Arveson [ 11. Let d be a C*-algebra with 1, then there is a C*-algebra consisting of n x n matrices with entries from -c4, denoted M,(d). In the case of L(S') we can identify M,(L(%)) with L(X $, . . This theorem is proved, except for the 9-bimodule part, in [ 11. The inclusion of the Q-bimodule action is standard and can be found in [3] or [lo] . However, since the %bimodule version 1s not well known, we indicate how it can be deduced from the usual version of Arveson's extension theorem for the special case of 9 = 9".
Recall the Schwarz inequalities for completely positive maps [3] :
Now given a decomposition 2 = Y& 0 . . .@ Zn, a subspace YJ c M,, and a &,-bimodule map 4 = dT: Y; --, L(Z), let @ : M, + L(S) be any completely positive extension of 4. We argue that @ = @JT for some operator matrix ?: To see this fix a matrix unit E,, so that @(E,) has some operator matrix (B,J. Applying the two Schwarz inequalities with a = E,, one finds that necessarily B,,, = 0, except when (k, 1) = (i, j). Since every positive in M, is a sum of rank 1 positives, we have that #T is positive. Thus, (iii) implies (ii). But now notice that 4',"' = 4T~t), where Fk) is the operator matrix on 2 0 ... 0 2 (k copies) which is T in every entry, i.e., Tck) = T@ P, where P is the k x k matrix of 1's. Since Ttk' is positive, #T(t) is positive and dT is completely positive. We also obtain a new proof of an old result of Choi's. 
MATRIX COMPLETIONS
In Dym and Gohberg [S] and Grone, Johnson, Sa, and Wolkowitz [7] conditions on a symmetric pattern J were studied that ensured that every partially positive matrix with pattern J has a positive completion. In this section, we derive a general condition that ensures that a given partially positive matrix will have a positive completion. We obtain some new information on the positive elements in the subspaces of the form y5 with J a symmetric pattern. We now turn our attention to the result of [7] . We first need to introduce some notation from graph theory. Note that if J is a symmetric pattern, then we may associate a graph G, with J. The graph GJ has vertices { u1 , . . . . u,} with vi and vi adjacent if and only if (i,j) E J.
A k-cycle in a graph G is a subset { wi, . . . . wk) of distinct vertices of G, such that wk and w, are adjacent and wi and w,+, are adjacent, 1~ i < k -1. A graph G is chordal if every k-cycle in G contains three vertices which form a 3-cycle. A vertex u in G is perfect or simplicial, if any time u is adjacent to w and u is adjacent to w', w and w' are themselves adjacent. A graph G on n vertices has a perfect vertex elimination scheme if there is an enumeration of the vertices { wl, . . . . w,} such that wi is a perfect vertex in the graph Gi generated by {wi, . . . . w,}, 1 < i<n.
The theorem of [7] states that for a fixed symmetric pattern J, every partially positive matrix with pattern J will have a positive completion if and only if GJ is a chordal graph. The results of Dym and Gohberg [S] follow from this result by observing that every block-banded pattern gives rise to a chordal graph. Proof: Assuming (ii), let T be partially positive. By Lemma 2.3, d=(P) is positive for every rank 1 positive and hence for every positive P that can be expressed as a sum of rank 1 positives. Thus, &. is a positive map so by Theorem 2.1, T has a positive completion. By [7] , (iii) and (iv) are equivalent. In fact, we only need the "easier" implication, namely that (iii) implies (iv).
The proof that (iv) implies (v) can be found in [6, Theorem 4.11. We remark that the converse is easy to see. Now assume that G has a perfect vertex elimination scheme, and let b 1, . . . . w,> be the enumeration of the vertices so that wi is perfect in the graph spanned by {wi, . . . . wn}. Renumber so that wi= vi. We need to recall the Cholesky algorithm. If P= (Pq) is a positive matrix, then Pz = P-P;' (P,,Plj) is positive and is 0 in the first row and column. Let Ai be the matrix which is 0 except for its first row which is P;"*P,, then P, = P -A :A 1. Note that A: A 1 E YJ if and only if (i, j) # J implies that P,,Plj = 0. But if (i,j) .$ J, then since a1 is a perfect vertex either (1, i) $ J or (l,j) $ J and hence either Pli or P, is 0. Thus, A,, ,4:A,, and P2 are all in YJ.
Repeating this step on P,, we obtain a matrix A2 which is 0 except for the 2nd row, which is an appropriately scaled version of the 2nd row of P2, and, in particular, 0 in the (2, 1 )-entry. The fact that A; A, E YJ follows from the fact that v2 is perfect in the graph generated by {v,, . . . . u,>.
Thus, by the Cholesky algorithm, we obtain matrices A,, . . . . A, in YJ with A: Al E YJ, A, supported on the ith row, such that A = A, + '. + A, is upper triangular, in 5$, and A*A=AfA,+...+A,*A,=P.
Thus, (v) implies both (i) and (ii).
To complete the proof it will be sufficient to prove that (i) implies (v). Assume that the renumbering has been made. We will show that uI is simplicial. Let (1, i) and (1,j) be in J. Consider the positive matrix P= (P,,,), with P,, = 2, P,, = Pi, = Pi, = P,j = Pii = Pti = 1 and the remaining entries 0. If P= A*A with A upper triangular, then A is unique up to multiplication by a diagonal unitary. Computing the Cholesky factorization of P, we find that a, # 0. Since A E YJ we have that (i, j) is in J. Thus, v, is a simplicial vertex.
The remainder of the proof that {u,, . . . . v,} forms a perfect vertex elimination scheme follows similarly. [2] can be deduced from their completion result for partially positive banded matrices. From the above results we see that a proof of Dym and Gohberg's result can be derived, which uses Arveson's (Krein's) extension theorem. Thus, the distance formula can be deduced as a consequence of the extension theorem. Since this seems to have gone unnoticed before, we sketch in the key steps needed to deduce the distance formula from the extension theorem.
Arveson's distance formula says that a necessary and sufficient condition for a partially defined matrix T with only the lower triangular entries specified to be completable to a contraction is that it be a partial contraction, that is, each rectangular block below the main diagonl is a contraction. It is easily seen that T is a partial contraction if and only if the banded matrix P = ( $ T) is partially positive. Thus, by Corollary 2.2, to prove Arveson's distance formula, it is enough to show that the map 4P induced by this partially positive banded matrix is positive. Note that when J is a banded pattern, or even block-banded, then we may apply the Cholesky algorithm directly, with no reordering, to decompose positive elements in Sp, into sums of rank l's in 9,. Thus by Lemma 2.3, if P is partially positive and J is block-banded, the tip is positive. Thus, P has a positive completion. This last statement combined with Theorem 2.1 is the Dym-Gohberg theorem [ 51.
COMPLETELY BOUNDED MAPS
In [8] , Haagerup obtained a characterization of those matrices T for which the Schur product map &-: M, + M, is a contraction, and proved additionally that II $= II = )I 4 T )I cb, which we shall define in a moment. In this section we rederive this result via matrix completions. In addition, we obtain a Hahn-Banach type extension theorem for Schur product maps defined on subspaces of M,. We then extend these results to inflated Schur products.
If d and W are C*-algebras, Jt! c d, JV c &g subspaces, then we endow M,(A) and M,,(N) with the norms they inherit as subspaces of M,(d) and M,(W), respectively. Given a map 4: M + JV we define maps 4(n): M,(&Y ) + M,(X ) via @'(au) = (4(aij)). It is not difficult to check that if 4 is bounded, then d(n) is bounded. However, in general, supn 114" I( need not be finite. When it is, we say that 4 is completely bounded and use (1 q5 (1 cb to denote this supremum.
Let Q,, denote the partially defined n x n matrix whose diagonal entries are 1, and whose remaining entries are unspecified. If T is a partially defined n xn matrix, then T (m) denotes the partially defined matrix in Mm,, = M,(M,) whose (4, L)th block is T. In some sense T'"" is the tensor of T with the m x m matrix of all 1's. Note that if T has pattern J, then the map q$?): M,(YJ) -+ M,(M,J is given by the Schur product with T'"), i.e., @I= q&ml.
Finally, given a pattern J, let $= {(i; ,",): D,, D, E gn,, A, BE YJ}, where 7 is the associated pattern. However, since (,": ,",) is positive, we have that 11 D;"2AD;"2 11 < 1. Since d?-is a contraction, the middle term in the above product is positive. Hence, dp (( $ &)) is positive, when D1 and D2 are also assumed to be invertible. But since the invertible positives are clearly dense in all the positives in 97, dp is positive.
It is interesting to note that in the above calculation, we have directly used, for the first time, the fact that 4 is a gn-bimodule map. ' w), and note that V* W is a completion of T. Thus, if we let vi denote the ith column of I/ and wj the jth column of W, then tii = ( wj, vi) wherever specified. The fact that the norms of these vectors are less than or equal to 1 follows from the fact that the diagonal entries of P are 1's.
Conversely, assume that we are given such a representation of T. It will be sufficient to show that for p= (( wj, vi)), the map 4~: M, --) A4, is a contraction. To this end let d = (A,, . . . . A,), p = (pl, . . . . CL,) be unit vectors in @" and let A = (au) be a contraction in M,. Then and this last inner product is less than one 'since A is a contraction and each of these vectors has norm less than or equal to 1. Proof. We may assume \IdTII = I. Set T= ((Wj, Vi)), then II$Tll < II471( < 1. Since &rm,=&(m), to see that ll#rllcb< Il#7:Ilcb<1, it is sufficient to note that pm) has the form required in Theorem 3.2. One needs only to repeat the v's and w's m times.
Remark 3.4. Corollary 3.3 shows that every 9"-bimodule map $T into M, defined on a 9n-bimodule in M, has a norm-preserving extension 4~ to a D,-bimodule map on all of 44,.
Haagerup [8] obtains the representation of Theorem 3.2 for Schur product maps whose domain is all of M, and the equality of the norm and cb-norm. It is interesting to note that his proof uses Grothendieck-type inequalities in a nontrivial fashion. Also, given the equality of the norm and cb-norm for 4 we could deduce the existence of the extension from the cb-generalization of Arveson's theorem [ 14, 151. Remark 3.5. Lemma 3.1 allows one to construct many examples of partially positive matrices with no positive completions. Notice that in the matrix P, the only fully defined principal submatrices are all of the form (t, t), with tii specified.
Thus P will be partially positive as long as all the specified entries of T satisfy ) tiil < 1. However, P will have a positive completion only if II&II 6 1.
For an interesting example, let T be the n x IZ matrix whose upper triangular entries are l's and whose lower triangular entries are O's, so that 4=: M,, -+ M,, is "triangular truncation." It is known [9] that II dTll is of the order of In n. Thus the corresponding P has no positive completion. In fact, for P to have a positive completion, its diagonal entries of 1 would need to be replaced by numbers on the order of In n.
It is interesting to note that the graph associated with the pattern for P, when T is fully specified, is the bipartite graph on 2n vertices. The graph is in some senses not too far from chordal. Every cycle in this graph contains four vertices which lie on a 4-cycle.
We now turn our attention to inflated Schur product maps and to extending some of the results of this section to matrices of operators. Let J be a pattern, 8, . . . . %n Hilbert spaces, and assume that we are given operators T,: Hi + & whenever (i, j) E J, so that T = (T,) is a partially defined operator matrix with pattern J, It gives rise to the inflated Schur product map qST:YJ+-t(%) via #,((ag))=(aijTg), X=Sl@--.OH,,.
The principal question that we are concerned with is determining which patterns J have the property that (1 #T 11 = 11 bTllcb for all partially defined operator matrices with pattern J. We shall show that this property holds when 9, = M1, but fails when S, = M3. Consequently, this property fails for any pattern J for which there are distinct numbers {iI, i,, is} and distinct numbers {j,,jZ,j,} such that (i&,j,) EJ for 1 <k, /< 3, since in this case YJ will contain a copy of M,.
We begin with two results which illustrate the difference between the conditions 1) dTll < 1 and )I &llcb < 1. Up to unitary equivalence, we may write X0 = X @ . . . OX (n copies) such that rr((ati)) = (~~1,). Decompse W= ( W,), V= (V,), where W,, V, map S$ into the ith copy of Xx. Thus, as a matrix product, dT((a,)) = ( Vti)* (a,/lX)( WV). Evaluating IT yields T,= V$W,, and so set Vi = Vii, Wi = W, to obtain the result, It is useful to have an alternative description of the map 4$?: M,(YJ)+M,(9(X)).
Note that the subspace MJY,) of M&f,) = MnA is unitarily equivalent to the subspace of M,(M,) consisting of all A = (AV)tj= i, where A, E M, and A, = 0 if (i, j) $ J. The image of such an A under #',") is, up to unitary equivalence, (A, @ T,). This is all best seen by resorting to tensor notation.
The above observation and the following lemma are the key ingredients needed to prove that I( dTjl = (I CJS~ I( cb when the domain is M2. Then there exist positive diagonal matrices C, S in 9?,, with C* + S* = I and unitaries U1, U2, V, , V2 in M, such that Proof: First write Aii= UiDiVi, with Ui, Vi unitary, and Dj a positive diagonal, i= 1,2, so that Using polar decompsition to factor A;, = W, Pi and Ai = P2 W, with Pi positive and we find that P: + 0: = P: + Df = Z so that P, = P, and both are diagonal.
Thus, and further examination shows that X is normal and commutes with P,.
Hence, there is a unitary U which simultaneously diagonalizes P, and X, and consequently can be assumed to fix PI which is already diagonal. Thus, with 0; diagonal. Consequently, 0; = -D,, from which the result follows. We now turn attention to constructing an example of a 3 x 3 operator matrix T for which )I $J # 11 4Tllcb.
We begin with some preliminary lemmas. Proof. Let A = U* and let x be the init vector each of whose entries is l/A. We have that (#,(A) x, x) = 1. Hence, II q5U I( > 1 from which the result follows. But then the nA columns of A and B are vectors of norm strictly less than 1 whose inner product yields U.
Regarding U as an nA by nA scalar matrix, this last result implies that the Schur product map on M,, induced by U is a strict contraction, contradicting Lemma 3.11.
Let U, E M,, 1 < i, j < n, be chosen so that U = (U,) is unitary in M,. By Lemma 3.12, the map dU: M, + M, (M,) satisfies /lb,, II=,, = 1.
We will show that the assumption that IId,II = 1 implies certain algebraic relations among { U,} Fj= i . Finally, by constructing a unitary which fails to satisfy these relations we will have produced a unitary such that I[#, [I # /I QluI/Cb, for the inflated Schur product map, 4,: IV,, + M, (M2).
To this end, we use another formula for the inflated Schur product map. Let U,EL?(X)), l<l,j<n,so that #,:M,+B(Z@Cti) for U=(U,). We let {E,} denote the standard matrix units for M, = 9'(C) so that (u,)=C;~=~ auEii, for (cQ)EM,,, and U=Cf,=, U,@EE,. Moreover, if {ej>J'= i is the standard basis for C", then Eve, = S,, is the Kronecker delta. When A = (au) is in M, then the tensor product A @I UE Z(Z@ C"@ C") may be written A 0 U= C:,,,,,= ,a,iU,,@ Eij@ E,,. Recalling that A is unitary these equations can be rewritten as U/j&j= Z/jX/, 1 <R,j<n.
Assume now that, in addition, each matrix U, is invertible, 1 < i, j < n. If xA = 0 for any R, then these equations imply that Aj = 0 for all j. Thus, xL ~0, for all A, and hence Aj# 0 for all j. These two facts imply that a,# 0 for all A, j. Thus, we have for any fixed i and j that i&3;' Vi' U,dj= Ri, for R = 1, . . . . n.
This last equation implies that everything in the span '9.X of ( U,' ULj(i); = r maps Aj to a multiple of Ai.
Recalling that U;' UAj~ MZ, we see that when '%I is 4-dimensional it is impossible for every matrix in '9.X to map some lixed nonzero vector to a multiple of another. The makes it quite easy to construct U = (U,), unitary, U, E Mz, such that 4,: M, + M,(M,) has 1) 4, (1 < 1 when n 2 4. One only needs to choose U unitary, such that U, is invertible, for all i, j, and such that the span ( U,;. r Uij); = I is 4-dimensional for some pair (i, j).
When n = 3, YN is at most 3-dimensional and some 3-dimensional subspaces of M, do have the property that every matrix in the subspace maps one nonzero vector to multiples of another. This makes the n = 3 case a bit more delicate. We need the following: Finally, let w be a primitive 6 th root of unity, and let U be the unitary in M6, U= (w""iJi;):,/= r. Partitioning U into nine 2 x 2 matrices, U= (Vii):= r, one checks that U, is invertible for all i, j, and that {U,' U,,}:= I spans a 3-dimensional subspace whose annihilator is spanned by the rank 2 operator B= ,iw2 l~w>=(~' 1:,>.
Thus, there is no nonzero vector A3 such that Vi' Ui3A, are parallel, for R = 1,2, 3, and so the map ~5,: M, -+ M,(M,) has I( 4, II < 1 = II 4, II+
INFLATED SCHUR PRODUCTS
In this section, we study the problem of when a partially defined operator matrix T= (T,) on 2 = X1 0 . . @ Xn can be completed to a positive operator. In particular, we will study whether or not the condition that the inflated Schur product map dT: ~7~ + 3(X ) is positive is sufficient. We will find that for some patterns it is, while for others it is not sufficient. By Arveson's extension theorem, if dT is completely positive, then T can be completed to a positive operator. Thus, we are concerned with studying when 4T positive implies that dT is completely positive.
For YJ = M,, by Proposition 1.2 when #T is positive, #T is completely positive. The condition that #T is positive is equivalent to requiring that 4rX is positive for all x = (x i, . . . . x,), where TX = (( T,,xjx,)) is a partially defined scalar matrix (Lemma 4.1). Thus, when dT is positive, every TX will have a positive completion. Hence, the question we are interested in studying is an interpolation type problem. Namely, if for every x, TX = (( TVxjxi)) has a positive completion, then can we choose operators such that T= (TV) has a positive completion?
We have been unable to obtain a definitive answer, which classifies those patterns for which #T positive is sufficient, but we obtain several positive results. We also relate this question to a problem concerning positive elements in M,(YJ) for J symmetric.
In the last section, we studied the analogous problem for completely bounded maps, and obtained some partial answers. We begin with some positive results.
Let T= (T,) be a partially defined operator matrix on &?=Z@..-@& with pattern J, and for each x=x10-..@x,, in X let TX = (( T,x,x,)) be the partially defined matrix of scalars. We summarize the above observations in two lemmas. It is easy to see that if GJ is chordal, then the graph obtained from GJ in this manner is also chordal. This completes the proof.
We now turn to a different approach, which yields necessary and sufficient conditions for dT to be completely positive, given that q5T is positive. For this study it will be convenient to assume that &= Z? for all i.
Let T= (T,) be a partially defined operator matrix with pattern J, Tg E 9(X ) for all i,j. Let dr: .?$ + M,,(y(Z )) be the Schur product map, and also define Y: YJ+ 2?(X) via Y((a,))=&aVTii. Thus, dR has a positive operator completion i? = (Rii), and setting T= T;i2& Ti!' yields a completion of T.
Summarizing the above results we have: We should remark that in Theorems 4.6, 4.7, and 4.10 each of the convex hulls considered is automatically closed, and hence the assumption that they are dense in M,(S,)+ is equivalent to assuming that they are equal to M,(S,)+.
So far, the only graphs for which we have shown that dp positive implies that P has a positive completion are the chordal graphs. We can now exhibit another class of grahs for which dp positive implies that P has a positive operator matrix completion.
Let where T = ( Tg) is partially defined with pattern J, and Qn is the partially defined operator matrix with Qii=Zs, and the remaining entries unspecified.
THEOREM 4.11. Let Y5 be a subspace for which I( q5T (1 = I( q5* 11 cb, for all T, let 7 be the symmetric pattern as above. Zf P is partially defined with pattern 3 and bp is positive, then P has a positive completion.
Proof
By Lemma 4.9 it is enough to assume that P, = ZXj. But in this case P has the above form for some T and as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, dp positive implies that 1) 4r-ll = I( #TJ(cb < 1. But then by Proposition 3.7, T,= VT W, for contractions Vi Remark 4.12. When YJ = M,, the graph GJ is a 4-cycle, which is not chordal. However, by Theorems 4.11 and 3.9 we see that every partially defined P with pattern a 4-cycle and dp positive has a positive completion.
Thus, the set of graphs for which 4p positive implies Qp completely positive contains more than just the chordal graphs.
Remark 4.13. When YJ = M,, then we know that there exist inflated Schur product maps with 11 by (1 # II 4, IIcb. Thus, the graph GJ has the property that not every positive dp is completely positive. This graph is the bipartite graph B (3, 3) . By Remarks 4.12 and 4.13 we see that the grahs for which tip positive implies that P has a positive completion, for all partially defined operator matrices P, properly contain the chordal graphs, but are not all the graphs. It would be interesting to characterize these graphs.
Remark 4.14. In the inflated case, knowing that the map Yy, is positive is of little value. For example, if T = (T,) is the fully defined n x n operator matrix with To = E, the standard matrix units for M,, then YJ = M, and Y,: M, + M, is the transpose map which is positive. However, T is not positive.
Suppose for a given symmetric pattern J we know that whenever Y, is positive, and T is partially positive, then it is necessarily completely positive. By Lemma 4.4, & would be completely positive and T would have a positive completion. Thus, it would be interesting to know for which patterns J the above condition holds.
Since the hypothesis that 4T is positive implies that Y, is positive, but not necessarily conversely, this should be a smaller collection of patterns. We conjecture that it is precisely the set of J for which G, is chordal. If one replaces & by !P', in Theorem 4.6, then the analogous condition is that the convex hull of { (aS,Pa,): P E ST, Q,, . . . . CI, E @ > is dense in M,(YJ)+. This follows from [ 11, Theorem 5.61.
SUBALGEBRAS OF M,
If A is a subalgebra of C*-algebra B, then perhaps the most frequently asked question concerning contractive representations of A is whether or not they possess B-dilations, i.e., whether or not they extend to representations of B on a larger Hilbert space. Arveson [ 1 ] identified the B-dilatable representations as the completely contractive representations and gave an example of a subalgebra of M, with a contractive, but not completely contractive representation.
McAsey and Muhly [lo] proved that every contractive representation of the algebra of upper triangular matrices, J(n), is completely contractive. In [12] , it was shown that if a representation of 3(n) has the property that the image of each matrix unit in the algebra is a contraction, then the representation is contractive. Thus, it is elementary to determine whether or not a representation of J(n) is completely contractive.
In this section, we identify a large class of subalgebras of the matrix algebras, which includes the algebras of upper triangular matrices, for which we prove that a sufficient condition for a representation to be completely contractive is that the image of each matrix unit in the algebra is a contraction.
To define this class of algebras, note that if A is a subalgebra of A4, which contains the diagonal matrices, 9"',, then A is a 9"-bimodule and so A = YJ for some pattern J. In the operator system spanned by A, A + A* = sPJ,, where J' = ((i,j): (i,j) EJ or (j, i) E J}. The algebras that we are interested in are precisely those for which G,, is chordal. DEFINITION 5.1. Let A be a subalgebra of M, containing 22n and let A + A* = YJ,. We call G,! the graph of the algebra. When GJc is chordal, we call A a chodal algebra. THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a chordal subalgebra of M,. rf p: A --t 3(X ) is a homomorphism such that p(eu) is a contraction for every matrix unit eq in A, then p is completely contractive.
Proof: First note that {p(e,,)};=, is necessarily a family of orthogonal projections, onto subspaces &, 1 i i< n. Thus, we may assume, without loss of generality, that p is unital and that &'= Xi @ ... 02". This decomposition of X gives a gn-bimodule structure to 2(# ) and since p is a homomorphism it must be a 9"-bimodule map from A to 2'(X). Thus, if A = YJ, then there exist operators T,: S$ + S$ for every (i, j) E J, such that p = 4T, where T = (T,) is the associated partially defined operator matrix.
By the hypothesis, each TV is a contraction operator. Thus, if both (i, j) E J and (j, i) E J, then TV Tji = I%,, Tji TV = IX,. Hence, Tii is unitary and T, = T$.
Consequently, setting T;= T,, if (i,j)EJ TX ' if (j, i)E J gives rise to a partially defined operator matrix T' = (T;) with pattern J'={(i,j):(i,j)~Jor (j,i)cJ}. Note that #TS extends the map #T, so that if we can show that & is completely positive, then dT will be completely contractive. However, since G, is chordal, to prove that 4TP is completely positive, by Theorem 4.3, it will be sufficient to prove that T' is partially positive.
Let 1 < i, < ... <i, <n be a subset of m distinct integers, such that (i I, ic) E S, for 1 <R, /<m. To prove that T' is partially positive, we must show that (T:,,i();lr=, is positive. To simplify notation we assume that i, = 4.
Note that (i, j) E J and (j, R) E J imply that (i, A) E J. We may define a new partial order by setting i <I j if (i, j) E J. Furthermore, since for 1 < i, j < m, we have that every (i, j) E J', it must be the case that either i<,jorj<,i, for l&i,j<m.
with vertices (1,2), (3,2), (2, l), (2, 3) belongs to the graph associated to J(n) @ J(m) yet contains no chord, and so this graph is not chordal. When n = 2, lexicographically order the vertices. Given any cycle, consider the smallest vertex on the cycle. It is easy to show that this vertex is connected to every other vertex on the cycle, and so the graph of J(2)@ J(m) is chordal.
Remark 5.4. There are subalgebras of M, containing g,, for which every contractive homomorphism is completely contractive, but for which the conclusions of Theorem 5.2 do not apply.
Consider the subalgebra of M4 given by : D,, D2~&2, AeM
It is easily seen that any homomorphism p of this algebra, with p(eV) a contraction, if of the form where tiT is an infated Schur product map against T = (T,) with 11 TtiII < 1.
However, it is not difficult to show that p is contractive if and only if &. is contractive and p is completely contractive if and only if 4T is completely contractive. To see this note that by [ll, 2.8 and 2.111, p is contractive if and only if the map p defined by is positive. But by the same proof as that given for Lemma 3.1, we can see that f? is positive if and only if 4r is a contraction. The completely contractive case follows similarly. By Theorem 3.9, II tiTll = II &IJcb and so p is completely contractive anytime that it is contractive. But any example of a T for which (I TV I( < 1 and )I 4=[l > 1 gives rise to a homomorphism p with p(eU) a contraction and 11 p 1) > 1. For example, T,, = T,, = Tz2 = 1, Tzl = 0 will do. Remark 5.5. There are subalgebras of M,, containing g,, for which contractive homomorphisms need not be completely contractive. Let Y,c M, and consider the algebra As in Remark 5.4, any homomorphism of the form for some inflated Schur product map dr: YJ -+ 9(X ), is contractive if and only if dT is contractive, and completely contractive if and only if C& is completely contractive. Thus, for example, when Sp, = M3, we will have contractive homomorphisms which are not completely contractive.
It would be interesting to know if it is possible to give graph theoretical descriptions of those algebras containing 9,, for which he conclusions of Theorem 5.2 apply, and of those algebras for which contractive homomorphisms are completely contractive. It might be more relevant to consider the directed graph of the algebra, where a directed edge goes from i to j if eU belongs to the algebra. The first family of algebras is not closed under tensor products. The authors have recently shown (unpublished) that the conclusions of Theorem 5.2 do not apply to J(2) @J(2)@J(2).
